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Introduction
Geographic concepts have always been implicated in calls to study software as a political,
cultural, or social phenomena, even if they have not always been named as such. “Software
structures and makes possible much of the contemporary world” writes Matthew Fuller in the
introduction to Software studies: a lexicon1—a succinct summary of the central problem guiding
software studies, gesturing towards the spatial implications of software. So too in the insistence on
the materiality of software do we find software studies bringing forth software as material thing
that exists in and through space, in sites and scales as diverse as voltage differences in circuits,
nation states, digital maps, and networks of computers. As geographic theory has long insisted,
space is not just a container for software, but is actively produced by software in its various
material, situated, and socio-technical contexts. Influenced in part by the exciting work that has
developed in software studies in addition to geography’s own rich history of engagement with
technology, a growing number of geographers have turned to software as an object of study,
producing theories and methods to understand the relationship between computation and space.
This special section emerged from our effort to bring together a group of scholars working on
geographical approaches to software studies at the Annual Meeting of the American Association
of Geographers (AAG) in 2016. Spanning four sessions, presenters expressed a variety of
orientations towards software, with diverse theoretical and methodological approaches to
understanding how software has come to structure the world. This introduction is a brief
summary of some of those approaches, but more importantly, it suggests some of the ways that
software studies and geography might productively learn from and build upon each other. These
cross-disciplinary discussions are important as we come to terms with the growing power of
software in our everyday lives and attempt to build critical practices that not only study, but also
build other ways of knowing the world through computation. Ultimately, we frame the
discussions that follow in ways we hope will encourage software studies scholars to grapple with
the spatial implications of software.

Reflections on past engagements with computation
Within geography, recent engagements with software build upon a history of sometimes
contentious, but ultimately productive debates that readied the discipline for critical orientations
toward software and computation. The introduction of computational systems to the discipline in
the 1950s and 60s was driven by interest in quantitative analyses and epistemologies, in what is
known as the “quantitative revolution.”2 For some geographers, computing promised a more
‘scientific’ geography that could produce concrete laws of social and spatial phenomena.3 While
the take up of quantitative methods was fraught and uneven, the quantitative revolution
produced a generation of geographers who engaged deeply with mathematical, statistical, and
computational approach to geographic problems.
In the 1970s and 80s, however, many geographers argued that quantitative approaches frame
social process as overly rational, divorced from power relations, and unable to ascribe meaning to
the patterns they analyzed.4 These critiques from human geographers drew on bodies of research
as diverse as Marxism, feminism, and post-structuralism5. Seeking to identify and understand the
inner workings of social and political contingency, power, and stratification, many human
geographers shunned the methods of quantitative geography, even if they were themselves
products of, and influenced by their academic roots in, the quantitative revolution. And so the
pendulum swung away from quantification and computation as human geographers embraced
qualitative and humanistic ways of understanding space, positing this new direction as
diametrically opposed to what had come before.
In spite of these new research directions, the quantitative moment would leave a lasting mark on
the discipline, sometimes leading to knee-jerk reactions against quantitative approaches, but
more positively, leading some scholars to develop complex, critical approaches that engage with
and use quantitative methods.6 We might draw parallels between reactions to the quantitative
moment in the discipline and more recent excitement around the possibilities for ‘big data’
research, which perhaps has led current geographic research to be more cautious and critical in
engaging with data-driven research. 7 Theoretical and methodological shifts in the discipline
weigh heavily on the present as the grandiose claims of the quantitative revolution still haunt
geography today.
With the growing popularity of geographic information systems (GIS) in the 1990s, human
geography would again publicly grapple with the place of computers and quantification in the
discipline. GIS, in the eyes of its critics, was a diversion from important philosophical innovations
in spatial thought, signaling a regression in epistemological developments and producing spatial
representations that merely reflected the “concrete material and ideological needs and interests”
of the powerful.8 That is to say, criticisms leveled against GIS often claimed it was a form of
“naïve empiricism” that hearkened back to the quantitative revolution.9 In a period that Nadine
Schuurman10 classifies into three waves, antagonisms between critical human geographers and
GIS specialists were at first focused on this purported resurgence of positivism in GIS practice;
the second wave consisted of more subdued tensions between the two; and the third saw critical
human geographers increasingly familiarizing themselves with the languages, practices, and
affordances of GIS software.

Out of the second and third waves stemmed the research program of “critical GIS,” which has
contributed insights into the social, political, and epistemological dimensions of spatial
technologies, data, and software11, often while using GIS as a research tool.12 Many of these
insights have carried over into recent theoretical and practical applications of volunteered
geographic information, spatial Big Data, spatial media, and software.13 In the wake of debates
around the quantitative revolution and GIS, it is not uncommon today for geographers to use,
produce, and critically engage with software in productive synthesis during the course of their
research. In recent years, especially fruitful areas have included those integrating qualitative
research data and methods into GIS14, new Javascript libraries and software for web-based
visualizations15, and the nascent growth of the digital (geo)humanities.16
Beginning in the 90s, geographers also began building on ideas from geographic thought, science
and technology studies, and other debates and applying them in innovative ways to understand
technologically-mediated and technologically-produced spaces and socialities. Scott Kirsch, for
example, draws from theories of uneven development to show how, as some spaces are brought
very close together through new technologies, new technological spaces form in the interstices,
often becoming further isolated17—an argument that mirrors Doreen Massey’s work on powergeometry.18 He argues that, on one hand, technology produces “a set of structural relations,”
while on the other hand he argues for a, “return to the surface of experience to understand how
the geographies of everyday life are increasingly mediated.” Thrift and French describe a similar
movement, as software constitutes both a technological unconscious through which we see the
world and a structure that is able to standardize and classify urban space, leading to what they
call the ‘automatic production of space.’19
So on one hand, we find accounts of how geographical spaces are remade by computing. On the
other hand, we find accounts of how software changes how we come to know and theorize space.
As Dourish and Bell remark, “we want to draw attention to the ways in which, in turn, the
embedding of a range of infrastructures into everyday space shapes our experience of that space
and provides a framework through which our encounters with space take on meaning.”20 Or, as Shannon
Mattern observes in her study of the history of the urban dashboard, the screen becomes an
“epistemological and methodological pastiche” as things that are not able to be represented are
left out.21 For Mattern, this means that the dashboard “embodies a kind of ontology: it defines
what the city is and isn’t.” In other words, there are only particular things that can become
knowable through the algorithmic methods that subtend the urban dashboard, so only particular
understandings of the spaces of the city become legible and actionable. In this special section, as
well as in many geographic approaches to studying software, we find scholars moving between an
understanding of software as something integral to shaping our geographical imaginations22
while simultaneously structuring the spaces of everyday life.

Toward a geographical software studies
Kitchin and Dodge, in an attempt to bridge geography and software studies, describe the ways
that software code can be made to produce spaces – that is, set and enforce parameters around
how space may be engaged and embed within the landscape social and cultural signifiers.23 In
debates that surrounded this argumentation, geographers have argued that in contemporary

cities, spaces cannot be separated from their entanglements with code, algorithms, sensors, and
data. Space and the digital are mutually constitutive – it is through space that technologies are
imagined, deployed, and unevenly implicated, and space itself is produced through these
processes. These ideas have been applied to airports, securitized urban spaces, and even
consumption patterns in cities.24 We can further see this in processes of software-sorting that
produce spatial inequality25, in the need for mobile computing to overcome limits to mobility26,
in the exploitation of physical resources on which computing depends27, and in the production of
spaces of data centers, cables, and satellites.28
With the growing interest in researching the geographic implications of computation, some
geographers have recently begun to investigate software at the level of the algorithm.29 While
computational processes were often central to geographic accounts of software, the move towards
explicitly flagging algorithms as objects of study is a promising development for geography, which
has much to learn from the work that has been done in software studies. In this nascent body of
work, geographers are questioning the ways algorithms, often embedded directly into the urban
fabric, produce spaces for the purposes of capital accumulation, social and political control, the
production of social meaning, and relations of power.30
In the last few years, geographers have developed rich resources to intimate the contours of a
revitalized, truly interdisciplinary geographical software studies. We envision our contribution
less as charting out a fundamentally new field, and instead as building connections between
ongoing work of geographers and software studies scholars. In the rest of this section, we
highlight what we see as two potentially promising areas for future research directions: the taking
up of the philosophy of Gilbert Simondon, and digital humanitarianism.
Simondon and Stiegler, transduction and technics
First, we underscore the recent engagements with the concept of transduction, which has its roots
in Simondon’s thought, as it applies to spatial phenomena.31 Geographers have begun to read
the relationship between space and digital media through the ways in which the latter brings new
spaces into being. In these accounts, software embedded within the spaces of everyday life
constantly modulates material and social relations. This means that space is always being remade
through automated computational processes as they interact with material processes and
non/human agency, with unpredictable results. In fact, in this conceptualization of space,
humans, non-humans, technology, and geographies are all intricately interwoven and mutually
individuated – that is to say, it is through technology that members of collectives form individual
identities through space.32 Importantly, such an approach necessitates interrogating the
technology itself as a mediating actor to non/human experience and knowledge; software does
not simply “capture” human intentionality, but instead works to direct individuals, promote
epistemological closure, and convey norms and values.33 In his ontology of technology,
Simondon shows that the technical object – say, a module of code, or a user interface – itself can
be read as an aesthetic artifact similar to a work of art or a literary composition. These technical
objects rewrite space and spatial relations, bringing some into being, enclosing others, and
foreclosing yet others.
Linkages between technics and individuation are critical for the work of Bernard Stiegler, who is
himself indebted to Simondon.34 For Stiegler,technics – technical objects and their uses – are

means through which time and space is ordered and produced.35 Importantly, technics serve as
retentionary devices, or ways of perceiving and remembering environments across physical
places, relational spaces, temporally distanciated moments, and even generations. Borrowing
from Simondon the notion that individuals (re)form their subjective consciousness in relation to
the collective, Stiegler contends that this process of individuation occurs through technics. That is
to say, technics are to be understood as retentionary devices through which individual and
collective identities, ideas, and spatialities are formed. Technics thus are agents in the social
production of space-time. By extension, technics are themselves cultural artifacts that, when
interrogated, lend insights into these socio-spatial process.
Digital humanitarianism
Digital humanitarianism is an emerging body of research that contrasts with the work of
Simondon and Stiegler yet which suggests new productive theoretical trajectories. The last two
decades of technological transformations within humanitarianism have produced new sources of
labor, data, epistemologies, and implements that all effectively shape human interactions with the
world and specifically with humanitarian crises. This new set of social-relational, technological,
and spatial relations are collectively called digital humanitarianism. Digital humanitarianism is
comprised of crowdsourced labor mediated through web-enabled software, like the Javascriptbased digital spatial data editor iD for the crowdsourced global basemap OpenStreetMap.
Through the iD software interface, users drag roads, draw buildings, and so on, creating data
visually rendered by the Javascript library D3.js. Digital humanitarians also produce software to
collect and analyze big data such as social media and urban Internet-of-things sensors; popular
platforms for doing so include Nextdoor, Tweak the Tweet, Hootsuite, and more traditional
large dataset analysis approaches such as those produced by the GeoVista Center at
Pennsylvania State University. Describing digital humanitarianism’s promise, one prominent
author wrote, “today’s human networks and live maps are changing the world” and later, also
referring to digital humanitarianism, that “Big Data is changing the face of humanitarian
response”.36
Leaving such boosterist claims aside, a growing collection of research is interrogating the
epistemological and socio-spatial implications of digital humanitarianism. For one, Burns
describes how digital humanitarian software provides a conduit for producing some knowledges
about humanitarian crises while structurally omitting other knowledge.37 For example, the
popular Ushahidi interface establishes a categorization scheme that delimits the sorts of
knowledges produce-able in each deployment. As well, the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap
Team’s shared data model is often a point of contention in the ways it acknowledges only
relatively stable visual phenomena rather than a range of affective, intergenerational, and
intuitive knowledges of spatial objects. Givoni argues that digital humanitarian software and
platforms implicate the forms of participation and democratic engagement that emerge in crises:
“What is distinctive about the novel conceptualizations of publics that crisis mappers seem to fit
so well is the emphasis they put on the effective devices, platforms, concerns, and discourses upon
which the existence of the public as an aggregate of strangers depends.”38 Likewise, Duffield
observes that digital humanitarian software enables action from a distance, negating its
affirmatory promises in the disbalanced spatial politics that emerge.39 These complexities
entangle new forms of software-based political economies, as they are often seen as innovations
that rework neoliberal governance for socio-technical contexts.40

Software studies session at the AAG
This special section on a geographical software studies emerges from a series of four sessions at
the 2016 annual meeting of the American Association of Geographers. The series included three
sessions of papers, in which authors presented a prepared talk, and an open-ended panel in
which six panelists provoked an audience-engaging conversation around software and space. The
conversations that transpired there have informed our account above. Here, we briefly describe
the breadth of work represented in those sessions, and synthesize common and recurring themes.
We do this both in order to demonstrate the range of approaches toward geographical software
studies, and to contextualize the three papers within this special section.
The first of the paper sessions focused on new algorithmic, protocological, and political-economic
infrastructures. These infrastructures are at times comprised of code and software design itself,
and at other times software plays a key role in larger socio-technical assemblages. For presenter
Ashwin Jacob Mathew, Internet protocols – the sets of instructions guiding transmission of digital
information via networked devices – should itself be understood as the manifestation of spatial
practices. Protocol stabilizes and orders seemingly “place-less” digital activities into physical
infrastructures such as cables, Domain Name Servers (DNS), and home routers, which are
themselves unevenly distributed and have emerged from particular political and militaristic
contexts. Extending Galloway’s foundational work on protocol, Mathew argues that it is through
these mechanisms that protocol becomes an important site for geographers to interrogate. Similar
concerns motivated Till Straube’s investigation into the materialist politics involved in the stack41 –
the infrastructure of data models, transmission technologies, governmental structures, and lines of
software code that make up a technological system.42 For Straube, the softwares comprising data
infrastructures exhibit epistemological propensities, reifying the placeless observer. He argues
that the stack requires a topological reading that unpacks the spatial, historic, ontological, and
epistemological contexts that are readable in the stack’s constituent technologies. Laura BeltzImaoka likewise critiqued software infrastructures, looking at the predominant GIS company
Esri’s discursive shift from producers of software packages to software platforms43. This shift signals
new ways late capitalism responds to social-discursive values that prioritize newness,
entrepreneurialism, and post-Fordist customizability.
The second paper session, themed around issues of language and emerging research tools,
questioned the ways discourses, ideologies, norms, and values come to be encoded within
software. In this session, Matthias Plennart looked at the historic development of the
OpenStreetMap (OSM) software, as it pertains to the collection and production of volunteered
geographic information 44. As OSM asks laypeople to produce spatial data, its data model,
technical affordances, and socio-cultural self-justification all frame the types of knowledge and
types of phenomena that can gain legitimacy through visibility 45. For Plennart, this means
geographers should pay particular attention to the historic junctures where the software took one
direction rather than others, and that juncture’s implications for participation, knowledge
politics, and geographical imaginations. Luke Bergmann was equally attuned to the ways in
which geographic representations influence the sorts of questions researchers ask, and thus the
kinds of knowledge scholars produce 46. Proposing a rethinking of GIS from Geographic
Information Systems to GeographicalImagination Systems, Bergmann articulated a new vision for
geographic computation that draws on post-Newtonian, non-Euclidean relational spaces 47. This
vision would move from a conceptualization of space as a container to an active agent in the

production of subjects and of phenomena. His collaborative project with Nick Lally, called
Enfolding, is a software tool that enables the creation and visualization of these complex spaces.
Our next session tackled the connections between visuality and control. While geographic
research has a long history of questioning surveillant technologies, including cartographic
products, this set of papers sought theoretical and empirical clarity on emerging modes of
“seeing” the city. Craig Dalton reported on a qualitative study that questioned the structures of
social and political forces framing Google Maps users’ wayfinding practices 48. Dalton notes that
Google’s business model, focused on ad-driven revenue generation, influences the ways people
get navigation information and even the ways they interact with their environments. Aaron
Shapiro also critiqued a Google product, drawing connections between broken windows policing
strategies and Google Streetview’s urban epistemologies 49. Streetview’s processes of creating
information from visual artifacts informs users of the phenomena that should be important for
them and the kinds of urban spaces citizens should visit or avoid; the ultimate implication of this
“informaticization” is disproportionately negative impacts on marginalized communities. These
communities served for a focal point of Teresa Scassa’s research into crime mapping, where
particular values and norms come to be concretized in the discourse of “crime” while others go
unnoticed 50. Maps of the locations and distributions of these crimes communicate and publicly
reiterate narratives of control, power, well-being, and police transparency. Mapping software, in
this particular use, factors into both how people come to know neighborhoods in their city, and
how systems of control are reproduced.
Our last session consisted of a loosely-structured panel discussion interacting with the audience.
The panelists included Monica Degen 51, Keith Woodward 52, Elvin Wyly 53, Pip Thornton 54,
Daniel Cockayne 55, and Matthew W. Wilson 56. This conversation, rather than presenting new
research outcomes, focused on synthesizing ideas across the sessions. Panelists and audience
members grappled with what’s new here: are we observing the re-emergence of old socio-political
spatial relations, or does software indeed move us in new directions? What is the particular
agency we ascribe to software, and how does software analytically figure into larger sociotechnical assemblages? What roles does contingency have in these debates, which typically
presuppose closure, determinacy, and predictability? The panelists noted the variety of interests
covered in the research presentations – state-based forms of power, capital accumulation,
knowledge legitimacy, and political struggle – and asked whether software is a sufficiently
cohesive lens through which these interests can be elucidated. While space was well-covered, other
less-pervasive geographic concepts included place, landscape, representational space57, power-geometries58,
and transduced space.
The panel’s objective was not to answer these questions, but instead to think about the
implications of them, and offer reflections on how the paper presentations push forward new
research agenda-setting questions. Accordingly, we think of the questions above as pressing
questions confronting the field, as parts of what might be considered a disciplinary research
agenda.

Summaries

Three of the papers from the AAG sessions are presented in longer form in this special section.
They represent three cuts on the spatial implications of software, giving insight into how software
studies might engage with geographical concerns.
In a careful study of neighborhood location software, Will Payne shows how different software
packages construct and communicate neighborhood names and boundaries. Through an analysis
and comparison of the computational decisions that underlie these processes, the article shows
how these decisions shape an understanding of the spaces of the city. The resultant spatial
imaginaries mediate how people navigate, interact with, and produce space, echoing the dual
movement of software producing space and producing differential understandings of space. The
article concludes with possible alternatives for digital representations of the city, suggesting ways
forward informed by the careful study of existing software systems.
If software shapes understandings of cities and neighborhoods, so too does it shape
understandings of language. Warren Sack’s article, extending Foucault, argues that we are
entering a “computational episteme” in which language is being torn from its geographical
context and shaped by computational understandings of distance. Instead of being rooted in
nation-building territorial projects, interrupted by borders, and modulated through face-to-face
communication, computation allows language to break free from many of its geographical limits.
In its place, companies like Google create new understandings of distance and proximity based
on algorithmic functions aimed at producing profit for the company.
Similar themes weave through Pip Thornton’s exploration of (con)text – the ways in which words
are imbued with meaning, agency, and social relationality. The algorithms and models of
linguistic space always point to other words and signifiers, rather than to semantics, connotation,
or contradiction per se. Doing so can have consequences that are often humorous – as when in the
Ukrainian language Google mistranslated “Russia” as “Mordor” – but are always indicative of
deeper, more concerning processes of control, capital accumulation, and patriarchy. Using
thinkers as diverse as de Certeau and Derrida, Thornton refines the concept of language as space
in digital milieu, giving us tools to understand the spatial-relationalities produced in search
engines, automatic translations, and digital ads. More specifically, the concept of distance,
differently articulated across platforms, becomes central to understanding the production of these
spaces. With Google and other corporations’ increasing mediation of language, submitting
linguistic algorithms to such critical scrutiny is becoming increasingly important.

Conclusion
Geography has long struggled with the place of computers within the discipline, from the punch
card systems of the quantitative revolution in the 1950s and 60s that promised to mathematically
model the world59 to the GIS wars of the 90s when scholars battled over the politics of
computational representations of space60. Those early lessons warned geographers of the dangers
of buying into the snake oil claims surrounding computational systems that promised to
transform the discipline. The GIS wars that followed taught geographers to be wary of hard
claims to objectivity (as viewed from nowhere) that the machines promised for so many. What
emerged is a discipline of scholars that, at their best, use and build software for various research

functions without forgetting that software is just another way of seeing the world. It is in this
synthesis of creation, use, and criticality that we find the promise of a geographical software
studies that can productively grapple with the spatial implications of software without posing
software as either a savior or bogeyman.
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